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We might have the meal plan of Bloom Plant Based Kitchen from Chicago in the gallery. A meal plan can be
found further down. Are you currently at Bloom Plant Based Kitchen or planning a visit? Help us by publishing a

photo of the menu here. What User likes about Bloom Plant Based Kitchen:
Presentation, taste and smell were a delight to the senses. Server knowledge and recommendations were

outstanding. Everyone genuinely seemed happy to be at Bloom, diners AND staff! Beverage options were spot
on and price matched the value. Will go back when I'm in the neighborhood again! read more. The rooms on site

are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physical limitations, Depending on the
weather conditions, you can also sit outside and have something. What User doesn't like about Bloom Plant

Based Kitchen:
Had some vegetarian friends visiting town and thought this would be a good option that was exciting and really

highlighted the strengths. Bloom was a big miss for me. The mushroom sandwich was a big let down, it was very
oily and didn’t bring any real texture or umami elements that I was looking for. Lomo Saltado also came across

kind of flat, and lacked that really great character the dish could’ve had. (2.6/5) read more. At Bloom Plant Based
Kitchen in Chicago you can try delicious vegetarian dishes, that are free from any animal meat or fish,

Forbreakfast a delicious brunch is offered here. No matter the occasion - a festival - the in-house catering makes
it easy to enjoy the food from Bloom Plant Based Kitchen at home.
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Salad�
CAESAR SALAD

Appet�er�
CRAB CAKE

Past�
CARBONARA

Egg� & Pancake�
OMELETTE

Sala�
CAESAR SALAD

Sid� dishe�
LOMO

Especialidade� Peruana�
LOMO SALTADO

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Super Food�
AVOCADO TOAST

Restauran� Categor�
GLUTEN FREE

VEGAN

VEGETARIAN

Ingredient� Use�
MUSHROOMS

AVOCADO

BROCCOLI

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

TOSTADAS

PANINI
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